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Housa, LLC (hereafter, “Housa” or the “Company”)

325 N. Saint Paul Street Suite 3100

Dallas, TX 75201

Housa.io

Up to $1,070,000.00 in Common Units and House Tokens

Minimum Target Amount: $10,000.00

A crowdfunding investment involves risk. You should not invest any funds in this

offering unless you can afford to lose your entire investment.

In making an investment decision, investors must rely on their own examination of

the issuer and the terms of the offering, including the merits and risks involved. These

securities have not been recommended or approved by any federal or state securities

commission or regulatory authority. Furthermore, these authorities have not passed

upon the accuracy or adequacy of this document.

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission does not pass upon the merits of any

securities offered or the terms of the offering, nor does it pass upon the accuracy or

completeness of any offering document or literature.

These securities are offered under an exemption from registration; however, the U.S.

Securities and Exchange Commission has not made an independent determination

that these securities are exempt from registration.



Company:Company:

Company: Company: Housa, LLC (hereafter, “Housa” or the “Company”)

Address: Address: 325 N. Saint Paul Street Suite 3100, Dallas, TX 75201

State of Incorporation: State of Incorporation: TX

Date Incorporated: Date Incorporated: July 20, 2018

Terms:Terms:

Common Units and House Tokens

Type of Security Offered: Type of Security Offered: Common Units, deliverable to the purchaser in the form of

tokens (“Housa Token”) Each Housa Token equals one (1) unit of the Company’s

Common Units. 

Purchase Price of Security Offered:Purchase Price of Security Offered: $0.10 per Housa Tokens

Size of Offering:Size of Offering:

A maximum of 10,700,000* Common Units, deliverable as Housa Tokens for an

maximum aggregate purchase price of $1,070,000

*Subject to adjustment for bonus shares. See 10% Bonus below

A minimum of 100,000 Common Units, deliverable as Housa Tokens for an a minimum

aggregate purchase price of $10,000

Minimum Investment Amount (per investor):Minimum Investment Amount (per investor): $350.00

Perks*Perks*

The Offering includes one (1) "House token” for every $0.10 invested. House tokens

are the primary medium for exchange and basis for smart contracts on the Housa real

estate platform. 

In addition, the following House token bonuses will apply to investments:

Invest $1,000-$4,999:Invest $1,000-$4,999: You will receive a bonus of 5 House tokens per $0.10

invested.

Invest $5,000 - $9,999:Invest $5,000 - $9,999: You will receive a bonus of 10 House tokens per $0.10

invested.

Invest $10,000+: Invest $10,000+: You will receive a bonus of 15 House tokens per $0.10 invested;

and you are granted first right of refusal to sell House tokens to allow access to

platform services (i.e industry professionals wanting to advertising on the

platform, must purchase House tokens from token holders).

Additional House token bonus to early investors, including any volume bonus noted

above:

Invest within the first seven (7) days of the Offering = 10% additional House



token bonus

Invest within the first fourteen (14) days of the Offering = 6% additional House

token bonus

Invest within the first twenty one (21) days of the Offering = 3% additional

House token bonus

After the first three (3) weeks (21 days), no "Additional House token bonus" will be

applied. The volume-based perks will still apply throughout the entire Offering.

*All perks and tokens will be delivered after the campaign is completed, and upon

availability of the Tokens.

Terms of TokensTerms of Tokens

 

HOUSA Tokens (representing Common Units)HOUSA Tokens (representing Common Units)

Description: Description: Each Housa Token will represent a single Common Unit of the Company,

with rights and preferences as designated in the Company operating agreement and

summarized in the Offering Document. 

Blockchain: Blockchain: Ethereum

Exchanges: Exchanges: Housa Tokens are intended to be tradable on StartEngine LDGR,

tZero, and any other ATS upon launch of the service.

Material Terms:

Voting Rights: Voting Rights: None, except as required by law

Restrictions on Transfer: Restrictions on Transfer: 1 year from date of purchase

Distribution Rights to Members: Distribution Rights to Members: Yes, as designated in the Company operating

agreement

Redemption Rights: Redemption Rights: None

Other:Other:

Right of First Refusal: Right of First Refusal: If a Member desires to sell, transfer or otherwise

dispose of all or any part of their interest in the Company, such Member

(the “Selling Member”) shall first offer to sell and convey such interest to

the other Members of the Company before selling, transferring or

otherwise disposing of such interest to any other person, corporation or

other entity. Such offer shall be in writing, shall be given to every other

Member, and shall set forth the interest to be sold, the purchase price to be

paid, the date on which the closing is to take place (which date shall be not

less than thirty (30) days nor more than sixty (60) days after the delivery of

the offer), the location at which the closing is to take place, and all other

material terms and conditions of the sale, transfer or other disposition.

Please see Offering Document for a complete set of rights and preferences.

 



House tokensHouse tokens

Description: Description: The House token that investors will receive as a perk will be the

Ethereum ERC-20 House token. House tokens are key to our smart contract and

incentive strategy. We are rewarding all users of the Housa real estate platform and

will incentivize all participants in the home searching, buying, and selling process.

These, and other actions, are opportunities to earn House tokens as rewards that will

be tradable and utilized on the Housa real estate platform as a form of payment for

services as these features are developed. Advertisers, including but not limited to

brands, real estate brokers, agents, lenders, inspectors, and title companies, will be

able to purchase House tokens in order to gain access to advertising, sponsorship, and

content services on the Housa real estate platform. Our research and development

efforts have identified Ethereum as our initial blockchain platform and we may

migrate to another blockchain platform to effectively serve the needs of our platform

and user community as needed.

Initial Blockchain: Initial Blockchain: Ethereum

Migration to Alternative Blockchain: Migration to Alternative Blockchain: Possible; if scaling or limitations require

Expected Network Launch date: Expected Network Launch date: Q4 2019

Total amount of House tokens authorized for creation:Total amount of House tokens authorized for creation: 500,000,000

Amount of Tokens or Rights to Tokens already issued: Amount of Tokens or Rights to Tokens already issued: 0

Will they be listed on Exchanges: Will they be listed on Exchanges: Our intent is to list the House tokens on

popular centralized and/or decentralized exchanges.

if so, which:if so, which: Acceptance on exchanges may vary, however, we intend to be

listed on exchanges such as Binance, Bittrex, IDEX, OpenLedger, or similar.

Other Material Terms:

Voting Rights: Voting Rights: None

Restrictions on Transfer: Restrictions on Transfer: 1 year from purchase

Dividends/Distributions: Dividends/Distributions: None

Redemption Rights: Redemption Rights: None

Other: Other: None

The Company currently does not have a functional distributed ledger-based business

model nor a blockchain-based token and there is no guarantee that such will be

developed in the future. The promise of future tokens is contingent upon the

successful development of such items. There is no guarantee that successful

development will ever occur. The right to receive future tokens and the offering of

future tokens is being offered as part of this offering exempt from registration under

Regulation CF.

Tax Advisory: Tax Advisory: Investors should consult their tax advisors with respect to the tax basis

for each of the Housa Tokens and the House tokens, since they will trade

independently.

No Sales in New York: No Sales in New York: Because the House tokens being included as perks may be

viewed as “virtual currencies” under the laws of the State of New York, we are not



offering the securities to investors in New York. No Investor who (i) resides, (ii) is

located, (iii) has a place of business, or is conducting business (any of which makes the

Investor a “Resident”) in the state of New York will be accepted in this offering.

The Company and its BusinessThe Company and its Business

Company Overview

Housa is a blockchain enabled real estate platform that incentivizes all participants in

the buying and selling of a home. Housa is a suite of tools that improves the real

estate buying and selling process for buyers, sellers, and real estate professionals.

Housa allows homeowners to sell their home and set their own terms, then allows

agents to compete for the opportunity to sell their home through our seller

marketplace. Housa pays agents, buyers, and sellers to list, search, and transact on our

platform with a long-term goal of peer to peer property transfer. Our platform works

to reduce and offset the fees related to completing real estate transactions.

Competitors and Industry

Real estate agents are not the problem; process, fees and homeowners giving away

more than $90B in commissions...are. According to www.census.gov, Over 6,000,000

homes were sold in 2017 with an average price of $250,000 in the United States. With

the average commission being paid to real estate service providers at 6%, homeowners

pay out well over $90B in commissions and fees. Sites like Zillow, Realtor.com, Trulia

are great search platforms, however, they do not provide users with any incentive for

using the platform. Instead they focus on monetizing the experience to benefit their

organization, and not the community. According to www.nar.realtor, Today there are

well over 1 Million real estate professionals and even more service providers

facilitating millions of transactions. With so many transactions and people involved,

there is great opportunity for redundancy, misinformation, fraud, security breaches

and various other issues that are common to real estate. Housa is building a new way

to protect our investments, streamline the home buying process, pay users instead of

advertisers, and forever control all of your real estate data on an decentralized

blockchain.

Current Stage and Roadmap

Housa currently has teams focused of various aspects of the platform and services. Our

engineering and blockchain developers are currently researching and solving different

technology integrations to identify the most efficient and cost effective blockchains

(Ethereum, EOS, etc.) to allow us to drive costs down. Our UX design and front end

engineers are working on seamlessly integrating the blockchain interfaces into a more

friendly consumer experience. Our team has been working on our online real estate

search capabilities and we have successfully built out the ability to ingest MLS data

into our databases and into the UI of the application. We currently have a working

desktop, mobile, and android prototype with live property data, search, mortgage

calculators, integration with Coinbase APIs, and account creation functionality using

OAuth 2.0, the industry standard protocol for authorization. Our blockchain



integrations have been progressing very well as the team has setup up the servers that

sync local data with test nodes, verified transactions and certificate validation from

Ethereum sites, as well as built out backend environments to create and verify smart

contracts. Our team has successfully executed a key aspect of our decentralized

storage strategy with the implementation of IPFS. This protocol and network helps us

move closer towards peer-to-peer storage and sharing large amounts of data with

transaction verification via blockchain. Current progress is hosted at dev.housa.io The

remainder of 2018 will be focused on refining the online home search platform, MVP

of our seller marketplace, and communication tools. We are pushing towards private

beta release early Q1 2019 in order to gain insights and research from our targeted

user community made up of both brokers, agents, and homeowners.  Q4, 2018 •

Finalize blockchain integrations and R&D • Build out home listing recommendation

engine • Build out home owner profit calculation tools • Build out chat and messaging

communication tools • Build out v1.0 Seller Marketplace • Build out v1.0 Online Home

Search • Develop Smart Contracts for agent referral fee Q1, 2019 • Private beta release

of v1.0 Seller Marketplace and Online Home Search • Build out and grow our MLS

broker network in key markets across U.S.   Q2, 2019 • Development and integration

of Rewards Engine. Data algorithms to be utilized for token allocation and cash back

rewards for platform usage. Q3, 2019 • Integrated Advertising across consumer facing

product to unlock advertising access for industry professionals.   Q4, 2019 • Refine

product prep for Q1 2020 launch

The TeamThe Team

ManagersManagers

Name:Name: Corwin Stone

Corwin Stone's current primary role is with Active Network. Corwin Stone currently

services 10 hours per week in their role with the Issuer.

Positions and offices currently held with the issuer:

Position:Position: Founder

Dates of Service:Dates of Service: July 24, 2018 - Present

Responsibilities:Responsibilities: Managing Partner

 

Position:Position: Chief Product Officer

Dates of Service:Dates of Service: July 24, 2018 - Present

Responsibilities:Responsibilities: Manage and oversee product design and development

 

Position:Position: Manager

Dates of Service:Dates of Service: July 24, 2018 - Present

Responsibilities:Responsibilities: Management duties including key decisions and oversight of

the LLC's transactions, setting guidelines for running the business and hiring

employees.

 



Other business experience in the past three years:

Employer:Employer: Active Network

Title:Title: Sr. Global Creative Director

Dates of Service:Dates of Service: April 21, 2014 - Present

Responsibilities:Responsibilities: Lead the UX, brand, and marketing design across the

organization. Responsible for product design across mobile, social, marketing,

email, and video. We are focused on consumer-facing experiences that power

more than 100 million transactions for 35,000 customers, across all platforms.

 

Name:Name: Jason Walker

Jason Walker's current primary role is with Capital Realty Group. Jason Walker

currently services 10 hours per week in their role with the Issuer.

Positions and offices currently held with the issuer:

Position:Position: Founder

Dates of Service:Dates of Service: July 24, 2018 - Present

Responsibilities:Responsibilities: Managing Partner

 

Position:Position: Chief Business Development Officer

Dates of Service:Dates of Service: July 24, 2018 - Present

Responsibilities:Responsibilities: Broad and comprehensive knowledge of all matters related to

the business of the organization with an eye towards identifying new sales

prospects and driving business growth and requirements for product

development that will be coordinated with R&D functions

 

Position:Position: Manager

Dates of Service:Dates of Service: July 24, 2018 - Present

Responsibilities:Responsibilities: Management duties including key decisions and oversight of

the LLC's transactions, setting guidelines for running the business and hiring

employees.

 

Other business experience in the past three years:

Employer:Employer: Capital Realty Group

Title:Title: Senior Investment Consultant, Real Estate Broker

Dates of Service:Dates of Service: March 01, 2003 - Present

Responsibilities:Responsibilities: A diverse background in commercial real estate, with over 10

years experience in investment sales and commercial leasing. As an investment

property owner, Jason integrates first-hand knowledge of operating expenses

and other elements of ownership to further strengthen my investment advisory

service.

 



Name:Name: Kirpal Singh

Kirpal Singh's current primary role is with Pitch & Publish. Kirpal Singh currently

services 10 hours per week in their role with the Issuer.

Positions and offices currently held with the issuer:

Position:Position: Founder

Dates of Service:Dates of Service: July 24, 2018 - Present

Responsibilities:Responsibilities: Managing Partner

 

Position:Position: Chief Technology Officer

Dates of Service:Dates of Service: July 24, 2018 - Present

Responsibilities:Responsibilities: Lead the technology or engineering department and is

responsible for making sure the company continues to have the best technology

solution for the platform, customers, and business.

 

Position:Position: Manager

Dates of Service:Dates of Service: July 24, 2018 - Present

Responsibilities:Responsibilities: Management duties including key decisions and oversight of

the LLC's transactions, setting guidelines for running the business and hiring

employees.

 

Other business experience in the past three years:

Employer:Employer: Pitch & Publish

Title:Title: CEO

Dates of Service:Dates of Service: August 01, 2013 - Present

Responsibilities:Responsibilities: Kirpal oversees web & mobile application development at this

digital marketing agency specializing in design and development of websites,

apps and digital marketing. His expertise spans full stack web & mobile

development, API integration services, marketing platforms, SaaS platforms,

integrated communications.

 

Risk FactorsRisk Factors

The SEC requires the company to identify risks that are specific to its business and its

financial condition. The company is still subject to all the same risks that all

companies in its business, and all companies in the economy, are exposed to. These

include risks relating to economic downturns, political and economic events and

technological developments (such as hacking and the ability to prevent hacking).

Additionally, early-stage companies are inherently more risky than more developed

companies. You should consider general risks as well as specific risks when deciding

whether to invest.

These are the risks that relate to the Company:



Uncertain RiskUncertain Risk

An investment in the Company (also referred to as “we”, “us”, “our”, or “Company”)

involves a high degree of risk and should only be considered by those who can afford

the loss of their entire investment. Furthermore, the purchase of any of the Housa

Tokens or House tokens (hereinafter, the “Security Tokens”) should only be

undertaken by persons whose financial resources are sufficient to enable them to

indefinitely retain an illiquid investment. Each investor in the Company should

consider all of the information provided to such potential investor regarding the

Company as well as the following risk factors, in addition to the other information

listed in the Company’s Form C. The following risk factors are not intended, and shall

not be deemed to be, a complete description of the commercial and other risks

inherent in the investment in the Company.

Our business projections are only projectionsOur business projections are only projections

There can be no assurance that the Company will meet our projections. There can be

no assurance that the Company will be able to find sufficient demand for our product,

that people think it’s a better option than a competing product, or that we will able to

provide the service at a level that allows the Company to make a profit and still attract

business.

Any valuation at this stage is difficult to assessAny valuation at this stage is difficult to assess

The valuation for the offering was established by the Company. Unlike listed

companies that are valued publicly through market-driven stock prices, the valuation

of private companies, especially startups, is difficult to assess and you may risk

overpaying for your investment.

The transferability of the Securities you are buying is limitedThe transferability of the Securities you are buying is limited

Any Security Tokens purchased through this crowdfunding campaign is subject to SEC

limitations of transfer. This means that the stock/note that you purchase cannot be

resold for a period of one year. The exception to this rule is if you are transferring the

stock back to the Company, to an “accredited investor,” as part of an offering

registered with the Commission, to a member of your family, trust created for the

benefit of your family, or in connection with your death or divorce.

Your investment could be illiquid for a long timeYour investment could be illiquid for a long time

You should be prepared to hold this investment for several years or longer. For the 12

months following your investment there will be restrictions on how you can resell the

securities you receive. More importantly, there is no established market for these

securities and there may never be one. As a result, if you decide to sell these securities

in the future, you may not be able to find a buyer. The Company may be acquired by

an existing player in the real estate/blockchain/software development industry.

However, that may never happen or it may happen at a price that results in you losing

money on this investment.

If the Company cannot raise sufficient funds it will not succeedIf the Company cannot raise sufficient funds it will not succeed

The Company, is offering Security Token in the amount of up to $1,070,000 in this

offering, and may close on any investments exceeding $10,000 in the aggregate (the



minimum target amount to be raised in the offering). Even if the maximum amount is

raised, the Company is likely to need additional funds in the future in order to grow,

and if it cannot raise those funds for whatever reason, including reasons relating to

the Company itself or the broader economy, it may not survive. If the Company

manages to raise only the minimum amount of funds, sought, it will have to find other

sources of funding for some of the plans outlined in “Use of Proceeds.”

We may not have enough capital as needed and may be required to raise more capital.We may not have enough capital as needed and may be required to raise more capital.

We anticipate needing access to credit in order to support our working capital

requirements as we grow. Although interest rates are low, it is still a difficult

environment for obtaining credit on favorable terms. If we cannot obtain credit when

we need it, we could be forced to raise additional equity capital, modify our growth

plans, or take some other action. Issuing more equity may require bringing on

additional investors. Securing these additional investors could require pricing our

equity below its current price. If so, your investment could lose value as a result of this

additional dilution. In addition, even if the equity is not priced lower, your ownership

percentage would be decreased with the addition of more investors. If we are unable

to find additional investors willing to provide capital, then it is possible that we will

choose to cease our sales activity. In that case, the only asset remaining to generate a

return on your investment could be our intellectual property. Even if we are not forced

to cease our sales activity, the unavailability of credit could result in the Company

performing below expectations, which could adversely impact the value of your

investment.

Terms of subsequent financings may adversely impact your investmentTerms of subsequent financings may adversely impact your investment

We will likely need to engage in common equity, debt, or preferred stock financings in

the future, which may reduce the value of your investment in the Common Stock.

Interest on debt securities could increase costs and negatively impact operating

results. Preferred stock could be issued in series from time to time with such

designation, rights, preferences, and limitations as needed to raise capital. The terms

of preferred stock could be more advantageous to those investors than to the holders

of Common Stock. In addition, if we need to raise more equity capital from the sale of

Common Stock, institutional or other investors may negotiate terms that are likely to

be more favorable than the terms of your investment, and possibly a lower purchase

price per share.

Management Discretion as to Use of ProceedsManagement Discretion as to Use of Proceeds

Our success will be substantially dependent upon the discretion and judgment of our

management team with respect to the application and allocation of the proceeds of

this Offering. The use of proceeds described below is an estimate based on our current

business plan. We, however, may find it necessary or advisable to re-allocate portions

of the net proceeds reserved for one category to another, and we will have broad

discretion in doing so.

Projections: Forward Looking InformationProjections: Forward Looking Information

Any projections or forward looking statements regarding our anticipated financial or

operational performance are hypothetical and are based on management's best



estimate of the probable results of our operations and will not have been reviewed by

our independent accountants. These projections will be based on assumptions which

management believes are reasonable. Some assumptions invariably will not

materialize due to unanticipated events and circumstances beyond management's

control. Therefore, actual results of operations will vary from such projections, and

such variances may be material. Any projected results cannot be guaranteed.

We are reliant on one main type of serviceWe are reliant on one main type of service

All of our current services are variants on one type of service, providing a platform for

online capital formation. Our revenues are therefore dependent upon the market for

online capital formation.

We may never have an operational product or serviceWe may never have an operational product or service

It is possible that there may never be an operational Housa App of Housa Platform

Services or that the product may never be used to engage in transactions. It is possible

that the failure to release the product is the result of a change in business model upon

Company’s making a determination that the business model, or some other factor, will

not be in the best interest of Company and its stockholders/members/creditors.

Some of our products are still in prototype phase and might never be operationalSome of our products are still in prototype phase and might never be operational

productsproducts

It is possible that there may never be an operational product or that the product may

never be used to engage in transactions. It is possible that the failure to release the

product is the result of a change in business model upon the Company’s making a

determination that the business model, or some other factor, will not be in the best

interest of the Company and its stockholders.

Developing new products and technologies entails significant risks and uncertaintiesDeveloping new products and technologies entails significant risks and uncertainties

We are currently in the research and development stage and have only manufactured a

prototype for our Housa App and Platform Services. Delays or cost overruns in the

development of our app and failure of the product to meet our performance estimates

may be caused by, among other things, unanticipated technological hurdles,

difficulties in development, changes to design and regulatory hurdles. Any of these

events could materially and adversely affect our operating performance and results of

operations.

Minority Holder; Securities with No Voting RightsMinority Holder; Securities with No Voting Rights

The Security Token that an investor is buying has no voting rights attached to them.

This means that you will have no rights in dictating on how the Company will be run.

You are trusting in management discretion in making good business decisions that

will grow your investments. Furthermore, in the event of a liquidation of our

company, you will only be paid out if there is any cash remaining after all of the

creditors of our company have been paid out.

You are trusting that management will make the best decision for the companyYou are trusting that management will make the best decision for the company

You are trusting in management discretion. You are buying non-voting membership

interest as a minority holder, and therefore must trust the management of the

Company to make good business decisions that grow your investment.



Insufficient FundsInsufficient Funds

The company might not sell enough securities in this offering to meet its operating

needs and fulfill its plans, in which case it will cease operating and you will get

nothing. Even if we sell all the common stock we are offering now, the Company will

(possibly) need to raise more funds in the future, and if it can’t get them, we will fail.

Even if we do make a successful offering in the future, the terms of that offering might

result in your investment in the company being worth less, because later investors

might get better terms.

Our new product could fail to achieve the sales projections we expectedOur new product could fail to achieve the sales projections we expected

Our growth projections are based on an assumption that with an increased advertising

and marketing budget our products will be able to gain traction in the marketplace at

a faster rate than our current products have. It is possible that our new products will

fail to gain market acceptance for any number of reasons. If the new products fail to

achieve significant sales and acceptance in the marketplace, this could materially and

adversely impact the value of your investment.

We face significant market competitionWe face significant market competition

We will compete with larger, established companies who currently have products on

the market and/or various respective product development programs. They may have

much better financial means and marketing/sales and human resources than us. They

may succeed in developing and marketing competing equivalent products earlier than

us, or superior products than those developed by us. There can be no assurance that

competitors will render our technology or products obsolete or that the products

developed by us will be preferred to any existing or newly developed technologies. It

should further be assumed that competition will intensify.

We are competing against other recreational activitiesWe are competing against other recreational activities

Although we are a unique company that caters to a select market, we do compete

against other real estate/blockchain/software development companies. Our business

growth depends on the market interest in the Company over other real

estate/blockchain/software development companies.

We are an early stage company and have not yet generated any profitsWe are an early stage company and have not yet generated any profits

Housa was formed on 7/24/2018. Accordingly, the Company has a limited history upon

which an evaluation of its performance and future prospects can be made. Our current

and proposed operations are subject to all business risks associated with new

enterprises. These include likely fluctuations in operating results as the Company

reacts to developments in its market, managing its growth and the entry of

competitors into the market. We will not pay dividends on any security. Housa has

incurred a net loss and has had limited revenues generated since inception. There is

no assurance that we will be profitable in the next 3 years or generate sufficient

revenues.

We are an early stage company and have limited revenue and operating historyWe are an early stage company and have limited revenue and operating history

The Company has a short history, no customers, and no revenue. If you are investing

in this company, it’s because you think that Housa's Real Estate Blockchain Platform is



a good idea, that the team will be able to successfully market, and sell the product or

service, that we can incentivize and acquire enough users and demand so that the

Company will succeed. Further, we have never turned a profit and there is no

assurance that we will ever be profitable.

The cost of enforcing our trademarks and copyrights could prevent us from enforcingThe cost of enforcing our trademarks and copyrights could prevent us from enforcing

themthem

Trademark and copyright litigation has become extremely expensive. Even if we

believe that a competitor is infringing on one or more of our trademarks or copyrights,

we might choose not to file suit because we lack the cash to successfully prosecute a

multi-year litigation with an uncertain outcome; or because we believe that the cost of

enforcing our trademark(s) or copyright(s) outweighs the value of winning the suit in

light of the risks and consequences of losing it; or for some other reason. Choosing not

to enforce our trademark(s) or copyright(s) could have adverse consequences for the

Company, including undermining the credibility of our intellectual property, reducing

our ability to enter into sublicenses, and weakening our attempts to prevent

competitors from entering the market. As a result, if we are unable to enforce our

trademark(s) or copyright(s) because of the cost of enforcement, your investment in

the Company could be significantly and adversely affected.

The loss of one or more of our key personnel, or our failure to attract and retain otherThe loss of one or more of our key personnel, or our failure to attract and retain other

highly qualified personnel in the future, could harm our businesshighly qualified personnel in the future, could harm our business

To be successful, the Company requires capable people to run its day to day

operations. As the Company grows, it will need to attract and hire additional

employees in sales, marketing, design, development, operations, finance, legal,

human resources and other areas. Depending on the economic environment and the

Company’s performance, we may not be able to locate or attract qualified individuals

for such positions when we need them. We may also make hiring mistakes, which can

be costly in terms of resources spent in recruiting, hiring and investing in the

incorrect individual and in the time delay in locating the right employee fit. If we are

unable to attract, hire and retain the right talent or make too many hiring mistakes, it

is likely our business will suffer from not having the right employees in the right

positions at the right time. This would likely adversely impact the value of your

investment.

Our ability to sell our product or service is dependent on outside governmentOur ability to sell our product or service is dependent on outside government

regulation which can be subject to change at any timeregulation which can be subject to change at any time

Our ability to sell product is dependent on the outside government regulation such as

the SEC (Security and Exchange Commission), FTC (Federal Trade Commission) and

other relevant government laws and regulations. The laws and regulations concerning

the development and operating of our incentive strategy and platform services may be

subject to change and if they do then the development and operating of our incentive

strategy and platform services may no longer be in the best interest of the Company.

At such point the Company may no longer want to sell product and therefore your

investment in the Company may be affected.

We rely on third parties to provide services essential to the success of our businessWe rely on third parties to provide services essential to the success of our business



We rely on third parties to provide a variety of essential business functions for us,

including development, accounting, legal work, public relations, advertising, and real

estate services. It is possible that some of these third parties will fail to perform their

services or will perform them in an unacceptable manner. It is possible that we will

experience delays, defects, errors, or other problems with their work that will

materially impact our operations and we may have little or no recourse to recover

damages for these losses. A disruption in these key or other suppliers’ operations

could materially and adversely affect our business. As a result, your investment could

be adversely impacted by our reliance on third parties and their performance.

The Company is vulnerable to hackers and cyber-attacksThe Company is vulnerable to hackers and cyber-attacks

As an internet-based business, we may be vulnerable to hackers who may access the

data from our platform and the issuer companies that utilize our platform. Further,

any significant disruption in service on Housa or in its computer systems could reduce

the attractiveness of the platform and result in a loss of investors and companies

interested in using our platform. Further, we rely on a third-party technology provider

to provide some of our back-up technology. Any disruptions of services or cyber-

attacks either on our technology provider or on Housa, could harm our reputation and

materially negatively impact our financial condition and business.

The prices of blockchain assets are extremely volatile. Fluctuations in the price ofThe prices of blockchain assets are extremely volatile. Fluctuations in the price of

digital assets could materially and adversely affect our business, and the Tokens maydigital assets could materially and adversely affect our business, and the Tokens may

also be subject to significant price volatilityalso be subject to significant price volatility

A decrease in the price of a single blockchain asset may cause volatility in the entire

blockchain asset industry and may affect other blockchain assets including the

Tokens. For example, a security breach that affects investor or user confidence in

Bitcoin may also cause the price of the Tokens and other blockchain assets to

fluctuate.

Blockchain and cryptocurrencyBlockchain and cryptocurrency

As the blockchain and cryptocurrency space evolves and regulations are continually

being defined, Housa can make no guarantees of the future of the technology and

regulation therein. Therefore any investment comes with risks inherent to this emerge

technology field.

This offering involves “rolling closings,” which may mean that earlier investors mayThis offering involves “rolling closings,” which may mean that earlier investors may

not have the benefit of information that later investors have.not have the benefit of information that later investors have.

Once we meet our target amount for this offering, we may request that StartEngine

instruct the escrow agent to disburse offering funds to us. At that point, investors

whose subscription agreements have been accepted will become our Member. All

early-stage companies are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, and it is not

uncommon for material changes to be made to the offering terms, or to companies’

businesses, plans or prospects, sometimes on short notice. When such changes

happen during the course of an offering, we must file an amended to our Form C with

the SEC, and investors whose subscriptions have not yet been accepted will have the

right to withdraw their subscriptions and get their money back. Investors whose

subscriptions have already been accepted, however, will already be our Member and



will have no such right.



Ownership and Capital Structure; Rights of the SecuritiesOwnership and Capital Structure; Rights of the Securities

OwnershipOwnership

The following table sets forth information regarding beneficial ownership of the

company’s holders of 20% or more of any class of voting securities as of the date of

this Offering Statement filing.

 

Member NameMember Name Number of Securities OwnedNumber of Securities Owned Type of Security OwnedType of Security Owned PercentagePercentage

Corwin Stone 33,333,334 Common units 33.3

Jason Walker 33,333,333 Common units 33.3

Kirpal Singh 33,333,333 Common units 33.3

The Company's SecuritiesThe Company's Securities

The Company has authorized other stock.

Common UnitsCommon Units

The amount of securities outstanding is 100,000,000.

Material Rights

The Company’s membership interest is represented by 110,700,000 Common Units

which 100,000,000 Common Units are issued and outstanding as of the date of this

Offering Statement filing. 10,070,000 Common Units are available for purchase in

tokenthe form (designated as "of Housa Tokens") pursuant to this offering.

Housa TokensHousa Tokens

Description: Description: Each Housa token represents a single Common Unit of the Company,

with rights and preferences as designated in the Company’ operating agreement and

summarized in the Offering Document.

Blockchain:Blockchain: Ethereum

Exchanges: Exchanges: Housa Tokens are intended to be tradable on StartEngine LDGR,

tZero, and any other ATS upon launch of the service.

Material Terms:

Voting Rights: Voting Rights: None, except as required by law

Restrictions on Transfer: Restrictions on Transfer: 1 year from date of purchase

Distribution Rights to Members: Distribution Rights to Members: Yes, as designated in the company operating

agreement

Redemption Rights: Redemption Rights: None

Other:Other:

Right of First Refusal: Right of First Refusal: If a Member desires to sell, transfer or otherwise

dispose of all or any part of their interest in the Company, such Member

(the “Selling Member”) shall first offer to sell and convey such interest to



the other Members of the Company before selling, transferring or

otherwise disposing of such interest to any other person, corporation or

other entity. Such offer shall be in writing, shall be given to every other.

Member, and shall set forth the interest to be sold, the purchase price to be

paid, the date on which the closing is to take place (which date shall be not

less than thirty (30) days nor more than sixty (60) days after the delivery of

the offer), the location at which the closing is to take place, and all other

material terms and conditions of the sale, transfer or other disposition. 

Schedule K-1: Schedule K-1: The Company will distribute K-1s to all members in

accordance with the terms of the Operating Agreement and as required by

law.

The right to tokens is contingent upon the successful development of such Tokens and

to the extent applicable, the blockchain upon which they function. There is no

guarantee that successful development will ever occur. If development is not

completed, investors will still receive ownership interest in book-entry form.

Please see Offering Document for a complete set of rights and preferences.

What it means to be a minority holderWhat it means to be a minority holder

As a minority holder of Common Units of the company, you will have limited rights in

regards to the corporate actions of the company, including additional issuance of

securities, company repurchases of securities, a sale of the company or its significant

assets, or company transactions with related parties. Further, investors in this offering

may have rights less than those of other investors, and will have limited influence on

the corporate actions of the company.

DilutionDilution

Investors should understand the potential for dilution. The investor’s stake in a

company could be diluted due to the Company issuing additional membership interest

or security tokens. In other words, when the company issues more shares or security

tokens, the percentage of the company that you own will go down, even though the

value of the Company may go up. You will own a smaller piece of a larger company.

This increase in membership interest or security tokens outstanding could result from

a membership interest or token offering (such as an initial public offering, another

crowdfunding round, a venture capital round, angel investment), employees

exercising equity incentives, liquidating security tokens, or by conversion of certain

instruments (e.g. convertible bonds or warrants) into membership interest.

If the company decides to issue more membership interest or security tokens, an

investor could experience value dilution, with such investor’s membership interest or

security token being worth less than before, and control dilution, with the total

percentage an investor owns being less than before. There may also be earnings

dilution, with a reduction in the amount earned per membership interest or security

token (though this typically occurs only if the company offers dividends, and most



early stage companies are unlikely to offer dividends, preferring to invest any earnings

into the Company).

Transferability of securitiesTransferability of securities

For a year, the securities can only be resold:

In an IPO;

To the company;

To an accredited investor; and

To a member of the family of the purchaser or the equivalent, to a trust

controlled by the purchaser, to a trust created for the benefit of a member of the

family of the purchaser or the equivalent, or in connection with the death or

divorce of the purchaser or other similar circumstance.

Recent Offerings of SecuritiesRecent Offerings of Securities

We have made the following issuances of securities within the last three years:

Name:Name: Common Units

Type of security sold:Type of security sold: Equity

Final amount sold:Final amount sold: $1.00

Number of Securities Sold:Number of Securities Sold: 100,000,000

Use of proceeds:Use of proceeds: Founder Ownership.

Date:Date: July 24, 2018

Offering exemption relied upon:Offering exemption relied upon: Section 4(a)(2)

 

Financial Condition and Results of OperationsFinancial Condition and Results of Operations

Financial ConditionFinancial Condition

You should read the following discussion and analysis of our financial condition andYou should read the following discussion and analysis of our financial condition and

results of our operations together with our financial statements and related notesresults of our operations together with our financial statements and related notes

appearing at the end of this Offering Memorandum. This discussion contains forward-appearing at the end of this Offering Memorandum. This discussion contains forward-

looking statements reflecting our current expectations that involve risks andlooking statements reflecting our current expectations that involve risks and

uncertainties. Actual results and the timing of events may differ materially from thoseuncertainties. Actual results and the timing of events may differ materially from those

contained in these forward-looking statements due to a number of factors, includingcontained in these forward-looking statements due to a number of factors, including

those discussed in the section entitled “Risk Factors” and elsewhere in this Offeringthose discussed in the section entitled “Risk Factors” and elsewhere in this Offering

Memorandum.Memorandum.

Results of OperationsResults of Operations

How long can the business operate without revenue:How long can the business operate without revenue:

With a successful maximum raise, Housa can operate the business for 12 months



without revenue generation. This will provide the organization with resources to

adequately staff not only our development teams but our sales, marketing, and

administrative roles as well. A key driver for the success of Housa will be the

successful marketing of the platform and it's benefits, with that being a priority, we

expect to debut the platform and brand with a strong traditional and social media

marketing rollout.

Foreseeable major expenses based on projections:Foreseeable major expenses based on projections:

Housa is a true platform service and there are a series of integrated products to build

out, refine, promote, and iterate on in order to bring the solution to the market. As

with any technology solution, our design and development efforts will be the largest

expense early on. Making certain we have the resources to build and test our platform

and service model, will be critical before launch. The remainder of 2018 will be

focused on refining the online home search platform, MVP of our seller marketplace,

and communication tools. We are pushing towards private beta release early Q1 2019

in order to gain insights and research from our targeted user community made up of

both brokers, agents, and homeowners. At launch we will move into a significant

advertising, brand, and marketing campaign. We intend on leveraging programmatic

advertising to give us a strong targeting ability and more above the line advertising

outlets for broad reach. Helping to educate home owners and change the tight

stronghold the real estate industry has on the process for selling homes, will be a time

intensive effort, so we are planning for a measured and consistent messaging strategy

that gives home owners all of their options on how to maximize their profits when

selling their home. We also are working to help agents convert these lower

commission sales opportunities into a lead generation source to help them grow their

business. To achieve this goal, we will produce training content to support their

efforts and give them insights from top producers and industry professionals. This will

be Housa University, our online content library that aligns Housa with the broker and

agent community as a partner to help them be more competitive in their day to day

operations.

Future operational challenges:Future operational challenges:

As with any business, identifying and hiring the best resources will be paramount. As

we are part of the real estate community, maintaining compliance across the various

states, counties, and cities will be critical, however we have begun developing a broker

network to not only help us access the various markets, but to also be an authority in

that region. On the technology side, we tackled the most complex innovations and

integrations first. Specifically the blockchain protocols. To our delight, the

integrations have been going very well as we have been developing with Ethereum,

EOS, IPFS and Coinbase. Additionally we have been building out our integrations with

the Multi Listing Service (MLS) to pull home listing information, and that has been

very successful as well.

Future challenges related to capital resources:Future challenges related to capital resources:

We see tremendous potential and have outlined four revenue streams for Housa, so in

that respect we are confident that once we have the platform up and running, we will

be able to begin to recognize revenue and grow the business. We do know that that is



always easier said than done, so we know the cross over from cash reserves to the

business sustaining itself is will be crucial. Headcount and providing a work

opportunity to maintain the top talent needed to maintain a platform solution such as

ours will also be a concern. Having worked in technology for many years, we know the

true cost of running SaaS, mobile, and web applications, it is far from build and they

will come. Having sufficient support staff to help customers through difficulties, 24/7

development resources to respond to and resolve critical system issues, and staff to

support our users will be required from day one.

Future milestones and events:Future milestones and events:

As we will be operating in the US real estate marketplace and will most likely receive

our share of competition, standing up a strong legal team to help keep Housa in the

winning position will be key. We will be seeking to protect our IP where applicable

and file for patents as soon as possible. As for milestones, we have a roadmap through

Q1 2020 that will allow us to rollout the product to beta and live production with an

aggressive, yet feasible timetable. The remainder of 2018 will see our development

teams complete almost 80% of our MVP and prototype efforts. Q1 and Q2 of 2019 will

see our private beta and broker outreach efforts ramp up, while we continue to lay the

foundation for our advertising and services modules to come online. And while we do

have a traditional business model that will drive revenue, we are excited about the

potential of the retail investor joining the journey and engaging with the crypto

community to help engage a new generation of home buyer and seller. One of the

goals of Housa is to be among the first to market companies with relevant consumer

facing blockchain solutions that solve real business and customer challenges. We

believe we are ahead of the curve and will gain credibility and a solid footing as this

new technology emerges and becomes more understood. The investor community, the

SEC, and the large tech giants are laying a solid foundation for this new era of the

internet to be ushered in. As a company, we are continually developing with these

new tools for the future.

Liquidity and Capital ResourcesLiquidity and Capital Resources

What capital resources are currently available to the Company? (Cash on hand,What capital resources are currently available to the Company? (Cash on hand,

existing lines of credit, shareholder loans, etc...)existing lines of credit, shareholder loans, etc...)

$0

 

How do the funds of this campaign factor into your financial resources? (Are theseHow do the funds of this campaign factor into your financial resources? (Are these

funds critical to your company operations? Or do you have other funds or capitalfunds critical to your company operations? Or do you have other funds or capital

resources available?)resources available?)

Critical

 

Are the funds from this campaign necessary to the viability of the company? (Of theAre the funds from this campaign necessary to the viability of the company? (Of the

total funds that your company has, how much of that will be made up of funds raisedtotal funds that your company has, how much of that will be made up of funds raised

from the crowdfunding campaign?)from the crowdfunding campaign?)

Yes

 



How long will you be able to operate the company if you raise your minimum? WhatHow long will you be able to operate the company if you raise your minimum? What

expenses is this estimate based on?expenses is this estimate based on?

3 months. Minimum fees will go towards SEC compliance and legal fees.

 

How long will you be able to operate the company if you raise your maximum fundingHow long will you be able to operate the company if you raise your maximum funding

goal?goal?

12 months. This will allow us to continue with our 2019 roadmap.

 

Are there any additional future sources of capital available to your company?Are there any additional future sources of capital available to your company?

(Required capital contributions, lines of credit, contemplated future capital raises,(Required capital contributions, lines of credit, contemplated future capital raises,

etc...)etc...)

Yes. We plan to pursue our additional crowd-based fundraising. Our current estimate

is at $35,000,000 to fully execute and deliver on the multi phased roadmap to bring

our full platform to market, advertising and marketing execution, and to fully staff our

organization for 5 years.

 

IndebtednessIndebtedness

Creditor:Creditor: Kirpal Singh

Amount Owed:Amount Owed: $9,000.00

Interest Rate:Interest Rate: 5.0%

Maturity Date:Maturity Date: January 01, 2021

 

Related Party TransactionsRelated Party Transactions

Name of Entity:Name of Entity: Kirpal Singh

Relationship to Company:Relationship to Company: 20%+ Owner

Nature / amount of interest in the transaction:Nature / amount of interest in the transaction: Reference is made to the loan in

the principal amount of $9,000 identified above.

Material Terms:Material Terms: $9,000 principal, 5% simple interest, matures 01/01/2021

 

ValuationValuation

Pre-Money Valuation:Pre-Money Valuation: $10,000,000.00

Valuation Details:Valuation Details: In the U.S. it is estimated that there are 6M homes sold, 2M real

estate agents, and more than 500K mortgage professionals. Assuming all aspects of

the business are successful, Housa estimates $83M in revenue in a fully mature year of

activity. Housa’s business strategy assumes only 0.5% market penetration and 10%

CAGR across four lines of business. Advertising - As the platform and user growth

matures, Housa will charge real estate agents and service providers to promote

relevant services to users community across our network. We are simplifying the cost

of advertising from the traditional CPM model to a flat fee per impression. Assuming

9,183 agents and mortgage professionals accessing the platform from markets across



the nation, in a full mature year we estimate $51.7M in revenue from an estimated

4,700 impressions at $0.10 pr. impression. Agent Referral - It is industry practice to

provide a 25% referral fee to an agent that provides a deal to another agent. Housa’s

marketplace will become a referral source that connects home sellers with agents who

agree to the sellers terms. In exchange for the opportunity and at close of transaction,

the agent will compensate Housa with a discounted referral fee for our contribution to

their sale. With an estimated 2,000 agents selling homes through the Housa

Marketplace in a full mature year, we estimate $29.1M in revenue with a 15% referral

fee on avg. 3% commission. Subscriptions - For agents to gain access to the Housa

Marketplace where home owners list their “ready to sell homes” with pricing and

commission structures pre-defined, agents will pay a monthly subscription fee of

$19.99. With an estimate of 3,500 agents accessing the service we estimate $923K in

revenue in a full mature year. Housa University - Housa will offer a content library

that helps to educate agents on how to maximize their business through the Housa

University. Access to this content and other training events, agents will pay $19.99 per

month. With an estimate of 6,673 agents subscribing, we estimate $1.7M in revenue

annually.

Use of ProceedsUse of Proceeds

If we raise the Target Offering Amount of $10,000.00 we plan to use these proceeds as

follows:

StartEngine Platform Fees

6.0%

R&D, development costs

94.0%

The proceeds will go towards development costs to continue to build out the

platform functionality

If we raise the over allotment amount of $1,070,000.00, we plan to use these proceeds

as follows:

StartEngine Platform Fees

6.0%

Marketing

30.0%

To promote and grow the community and the platform, we will engage in a

traditional and social media marketing campaign. To educate our user

community and agents of the benefits of the platform we will deploy a content

strategy with an emphasis on webinars, whitepapers, and video walkthroughs.

Research & Development

49.0%

Design and development costs will be essential to the success of the platform.

Growing the team of database engineers, app developers, blockchain engineers,



and user experience designers will be among some of the team needed to

continue to grow the platform. Additionally we will need to hire QA and support

team members to manage and support the platform for clean code releases and

customer support efforts.

Operations

15.0%

A portion of proceeds will go to operations of the business including but not

limited to legal, HR, benefits, compliance, overhead, and travel.

The Company may change the intended use of proceeds if our officers believe it is in

the best interests of the company.

Regulatory InformationRegulatory Information

DisqualificationDisqualification

No disqualifying event has been recorded in respect to the company or its officers or

directors.

Complaince FailureComplaince Failure

The company has not previously failed to comply with the requirements of Regulation

Crowdfunding.

Ongoing ReportingOngoing Reporting

The Company will file a report electronically with the SEC annually and post the

report on its website no later than April 30 (120 days after Fiscal Year End). Once

posted, the annual report may be found on the Company’s website at Housa.io

(housa.io/investors).

The Company must continue to comply with the ongoing reporting requirements

until:

(1) it is required to file reports under Section 13(a) or Section 15(d) of the Exchange

Act;

(2) it has filed at least one (1) annual report pursuant to Regulation Crowdfunding and

has fewer than three hundred (300) holders of record and has total assets that do not

exceed $10,000,000;

(3) it has filed at least three (3) annual reports pursuant to Regulation Crowdfunding;

(4) it or another party repurchases all of the securities issued in reliance on Section

4(a)(6) of the Securities Act, including any payment in full of debt securities or any

complete redemption of redeemable securities; or



(5) it liquidates or dissolves its business in accordance with state law.

UpdatesUpdates

Updates on the status of this Offering may be found at: www.startengine.com/housa

Investing ProcessInvesting Process

See Exhibit E to the Offering Statement of which this Offering Memorandum forms a

part.
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